Explore new grounds. Explore infinite
creative possibilities with EOS R10
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Introduction
All-New APS-C Sensor
High-Speed Continuous Shooting
Intelligent Subject Detection
Extensive Autofocus Area
4K, Vertical Movie, Livestream
Wireless Connectivity & Multi-Function Shoe
Lightweight & Compact
Extensive Lens Options & Support

BORN TO EXPLORE
Explore a world of infinite possibilities with Canon’s first-ever
approx. 24-megapixel APS-C CMOS sensor on the EOS R
mirrorless system. The EOS R10 is lightweight and compact,
perfect for exploring on-the-go.
Capturing fast-moving subjects will be a breeze, thanks to
Dual Pixel CMOS AF II and deep learning technology that
allows enhanced subject tracking and autofocus precision
even during continuous shooting.
Turn casual days and nights into breathtaking 4K
movies with the EOS R10, which is also capable of
vertical video recording and livestreaming to
satisfy your vlogging needs! Alongside its
extensive lens compatibility, this is the
content creation gear for your
next adventure.

Explore a new adventure.

SENSE THE FUTURE
APS-C

New APS-C CMOS Sensor

The all-new APS-C CMOS sensor bridges high performance with
lightweight design, and even provides distinct advantages over
35mm full-frame cameras. On top of the telephoto effect which
increases focal length by approx. 1.6 times, the high-resolution
24MP sensor (24.2 million effective pixels) pairs excellently with
the DIGIC X image processor capable of noise reduction and
high-sensitivity performance at up to ISO 32000.
What’s more, you’ll be getting high-quality 4K UHD movie through
6K oversampling—perfect for storytelling in ever-greater detail.

NEVER MISS A SHOT
Up to 23fps High-Speed
Continuous Shooting
Freeze high-speed action and key moments
using Continuous Shooting with AE/AF
tracking. At up to 15fps, it’s the fastest
mechanical shutter ever made in
the EOS R series. Its quiet electronic
shutter goes even faster at up to
23fps—great for shooting in
concerts and the wild.
RAW burst mode (up to 30fps)
is available too!

INTELLIGENCE ON TRACK
Intelligent Autofocus
Tracking Technology
Fast and convenient precision with every snap. The EOS R10 features
Dual Pixel CMOS AF II and EOS iTR AF X technology developed through
deep learning for advanced subject detection and tracking of the
head, body or eye of humans, dogs and cats. The Animal Priority
and Vehicle Priority modes help to detect and track fast-moving
and unpredictable animals and vehicles with ease. Now, you can
showcase them all in full glory!
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SEE IT ALL RAZOR SHARP
Greater Autofocus Area
Rethink the rule of thirds or switch up your style with enhanced
AF (up to 651 AF zones) across the entire image area. Enjoy the
freedom to keep subjects tack-sharp even at the edge of the
frame and explore new, creative ways of composing your images.

Spot AF

1-point AF

Expand AF area (above, below, left and right)

Expand AF area (around)

Flexible zone (1-3)

Whole area AF

90% x 100% (No subject)
100% x 100% (Subject detected)*
*For details on supported lenses, refer to supplementary information of Canon EOS R10 on cam.start.canon

VLOGGING IS LIFE
4K Movie, Vertical Movie,
Live Streaming & More
Record videos at home or while exploring new hangouts in amazing
4K UHD at up to 30p with 6K oversampling! You can even slow things
down with FHD 120p high-frame rate (for slow-mo videos), capture
realistic footage in HDR Movie PQ or spruce up your social media
feeds as you turn up the fun and record vertically!
You can also stream video live from the
camera onto YouTube* using image.canon
cloud service.
*Direct live stream on YouTube requires stable Wi-Fi connection and at least 1,000 subscribers.
Only scheduled live stream is supported.

Movie Digital IS helps to ensure
stable footages by minimising image
blurring caused by camera shake.

CONNECT WITH CONVENIENCE
Multiple Wireless &
Wired Connectivity Options
Easily share content from your camera to the world with both wired
and wireless connectivity to both Android and iOS smartphones.
It supports 2.4 GHz wireless LAN, USB Type-C (USB 2.0) and Bluetooth
4.2 connection. It also pairs with the Canon Camera Connect app
for settings adjustments, remote shooting and high-speed
image transfers.

The multi-function shoe allows for high-speed data communication
with accessories such as microphones for high-quality audio
recording without cables to enable greater flexibility and
vlogging mobility.
Multi-Function shoe

NIMBLE FROM EVERY ANGLE
Lightweight-to-go
At just 429g, this is the lightweight, agile content creation tool
you’ve been waiting for! It fits easily in your bag while the Vari-angle
LCD allows for easy touchscreen menu navigation and offers the
flexibility of capturing shots from challenging angles.
The EOS R10 is rechargable via USB-C and is designed for
comfortable and intuitive shooting. It comes with an approx.
2.36 million-dot OLED electronic
viewfinder, a multi-controller for easy
control of AF point even while looking
through the viewfinder, and the
first-ever built-in flash on an
EOS R camera!

ENJOY VARIETY OF CHOICE
Extensive Lens Options & Support
The EOS R10 is compatible with all RF lenses, including
a new line-up of RF-S lenses specially designed for the
APS-C sensor. With the Mount Adapter EF-EOS R, you will
also be able to use the EOS R10 with existing EF lenses.
Find the right lens for every shot: wide-angle, telephoto
or macro—and explore photography to the fullest!

NEW

RF-S18-45mm
f/4.5-6.3 IS STM

NEW

RF-S18-150mm
f/3.5-6.3 IS STM

SPE C I F I CATI O N S
Lens Mount

RF mount

Compatible Lenses
Imaging Sensor

RF lens (EF lens with EF-EOS R mount adapter)
Sensor size

APS-C

No. of effective pixels (Approx.)

24.2M

Imaging Processor

DIGIC X

Card Slot
Still

Movie

AF

Single (SD card)
Image format

JPG/HEIF/RAW/C-RAW

MP4 recording

Available

Movie recording size

4K UHD (30p)/4K UHD crop (60p)/Full HD

HDR PQ

Available

Continuous recording time
available (maximum)

2 hours

AF area (AF method)

Spot AF/1-point AF/Expand AF area (Above, below, left and right)/
Expand AF area (Around)/Flexible zone AF 1-3/Whole area AF

No. of AF zones available for
Automatic Selection (Max. zone)

651

Subject tracking

Whole area AF mode

Subject to detect

People/Animal/Vehicles

Mechanical/Electronic 1st curtain: Max. approx. 15 fps
Electronic shutter: Max. approx. 23 fps

Drive

Exposure control

Shutter speed

ISO speed (Still)

100-32000, H:51200

ISO speed (Standard movie)

100-12800, H:25600

HEIF (HDR PQ)

Available

Mechanical/Electronic 1st curtain/Electronic shutter*: 1/4000 sec
Electronic shutter*: 1/16000 sec
*When shooting with high-speed continuous shooting+

Image stabilisation

Viewfinder

LCD monitor
Built-in flash
Flash Guide No.
(ISO 100)
Battery
Dimensions
(W x H x D)
(CIPA compliant)
Weight
(CIPA compliant)

Optical Lens IS support
Type

Electronic Viewfinder

Dot count (Approx. dots)

2.36 million

Coverage (Approx. %)

100

Magnification (Approx.)

0.95x

Dot count (Approx. dots)

1.04 million

Size

3.0-inch

Angle adjustment

Vari-angle design
Available
Approx. 6m
LP-E17
Approx. 122.5 x 87.8 x 83.4 mm
Approx. 429 g (including battery and SD card)
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